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Abstract� Many problems and applications can be naturally modelled
and solved using constraints with more than two variables� Such n�ary
constraints� in particular� arithmetic constraints are provided by many
	nite domain constraint programming systems� The best known worst
case time complexity of existing algorithms 
GAC�schema� for enforcing
arc consistency on general CSPs is O
edn� where d is the size of domain� e
is the number of constraints and n is the maximum number of variables
in a single constraint� We address the question of e�cient consistency
enforcing for n�ary constraints� An observation here is that even with
a restriction of n�ary constraints to linear constraints� arc consistency
enforcing is NP�complete� We identify a general class of monotonic n�ary
constraints 
which includes linear inequalities as a special case�� Such
monotonic constraints can be made arc consistent in time O
en�d�� The
special case of linear inequalities can be made arc consistent in time
O
en�d� using bounds�consistency which exploits special properties of
the projection function�

� Introduction

Arc Consistency �AC� is an important technique for solving Constraint Satis�
faction Problems �CSPs� ����� A large part of the literature is thus on e�cient
algorithms for enforcing arc consistency on CSPs� The focus is usually on binary
CSP where each constraint involves at most two variables� The well�known al�
gorithms for arc consistency in binary CSPs include Waltz	s 
ltering algorithm
���� AC�� ���� AC�� ��� AC�� ���� and many others�

Constraint programming has shown that consistency techniques in partic�
ular AC�based methods are e�ective and useful for solving practical problems
����� However many real�life problems can be modelled naturally as a non�binary
CSP where a constraint involves more than two variables� We call a constraint
which involves an arbitrary number of variables an n�ary constraint� An n�ary
CSP is then one where the maximum number of variables in constraints is at
most n� Some typical examples of n�ary constraints include the all di�erent con�
straint the cardinality constraint ���� and linear arithmetic constraints� Such



n�ary constraints are provided by many constraint programming languages and
libraries�

There are two main approaches to deal with n�ary CSPs� The 
rst approach
is to avoid altogether the question of an n�ary CSP� This is achievable since it is
always possible to translate an n�ary CSP into a di�erent binary CSP ��� ����
The standard techniques in binary CSP can be used to solve the transformed
CSP thus solving the original n�ary CSP also� A recent paper ��� is a detailed
examination of the translation approach�

The second approach is to develop consistency techniques directly applicable
to n�ary constraints� One direction is to extend techniques developed in the bi�
nary case for general n�ary CSPs� The other is to develop specialised techniques
which can exploit the semantics of the particular n�ary constraints� Some repre�
sentatives of 
rst direction are as follows� Mackworth ���� generalized AC�� to
NC to deal with n�ary constraints� This is improved by GAC�� ���� which is a
generalization of AC��� GAC�� improves the complexity of NC at the cost of a
higher space complexity and a bad average time complexity� The time complex�
ity of GAC�� is O�edn� where e is the number of constraints and d is the size of
the domain� We see that in contrast to their binary CSP AC versions NC and
GAC�� may not be practical due to their high time complexity� A more e�cient
approach is the GAC�schema ��� based on single support and multidirectionality
but it has the same worst case time complexity as GAC��� The second direc�
tion is consistency algorithms for particular classes of constraints which can lead
to more e�cient algorithms for example the global all di�erent constraint and
cardinality constraint �����

The main contributions of this paper are the following� We address the prob�
lem of e�cient consistency enforcing for n�ary constraints� An observation here
is that even with a restriction of n�ary constraints to linear constraints arc
consistency enforcing becomes intractable� We identify a general class of mono�
tonic n�ary constraints �which includes linear inequalities as a special case�� Such
monotonic constraints can be made arc consistent in time O�en�d�� The special
case of linear inequalities can be made arc consistent using bounds�consistency
which exploits special properties of the projection function in time O�en�d��

This paper is organized as follows� First we present some background ma�
terial for n�ary CSP and the generalization of AC used here� We then formalize
bounds based propagation as bounds�consistency for linear constraints� We give
an e�cient bounds�consistency algorithm for linear constraints� In Section � we
look at arc consistency for linear inequalities and de
ne a new class of mono�
tonic constraints which is tractable� We then examine arc consistency for linear
equations� Finally we discuss related work�

� Preliminaries

In this section we will give some de
nitions and notation for general n�ary CSPs
��� ����



De�nition �� An n�ary Constraint Satisfaction Problem �N� D� C� consists of
a �nite set of variables N � f�� � � � �mg� a set of domains D � fD�� � � � � Dmg�
where Di is a �nite set of values that i can take� and a �nite set of constraints
C � fcX j X � Ng� where each constraint cX is a relation on variables of set
X and thus cX is a subset of Di� �Di� � � � � �Dil where ik � X� k � f�� � � � � lg�
The arity of the CSP is de�ned as n �MaxfjXj j cX � Cg�

Throughout this paper the number of variables is denoted by m the maxi�
mum arity of constraints in the n�ary CSP is n the size of largest domain is d
and the number of constraints is e� Thus a binary CSP is simply a ��ary CSP�

A constraint in an n�ary CSP may be de
ned and represented in a number
of ways� It can be represented explicitly as a set of tuples �either allowed or
disallowed� a conjunctive constraint implicitly as an arithmetic expression or
by any predicate whose semantics is de
ned by a particular de
nition�program
code� In this paper we will use the notation cX to represent both the form of a
constraint and the set of tuples that satisfy the constraint�

De�nition �� Given a CSP �N�D�C� and a constraint cX � C� We de�ne a
solution of constraint cX to be any tuple hvi� � � � � � vini � cX � If cX is empty� we
say that there is no solution for cX �

We are now in a position to de
ne arc consistency for n�ary CSPs� The
following de
nition from Mackworth ���� is one natural generalization of arc
consistency�

De�nition �� Given an n�ary CSP �N�D�C�� a constraint cX � C is arc con�
sistent with respect to D i� �i � X and �v � Di� v is a component of a solution
of cX in which case v is said to be valid with respect to cX � A CSP �N�D�C� is
arc consistent i� all cX � C are arc consistent�

In this paper we will employ this particular de
nition of arc consistency for
n�ary CSPS which is sometimes also called hyper�arc consistency� We remark
that our de
nition of arc consistency is similar to relational arc consistency �����
Enforcing higher consistency such relational path consistency on the n�ary CSPs
is NP�complete in general �see Section ���

The task of an arc consistency algorithm is then to remove those invalid val�
ues from the n variables in each constraint� In a binary CSP the representation
of a constraint may not be so important for this process� In the n�ary CSP case
the precise representation may fundamentally a�ect the e�ciency of the arc con�
sistency algorithm� For example the all di�erent constraint can be represented
in a number of ways� Suppose that we represent the all di�erent constraint using
an explicit tuple representation as in GAC�� the set of allowed tuples could be
huge which may be impractical in terms of space and time� The GAC�schema
of ��� is proposed to partly address this problem� However GAC�schema is a
general framework and does not address how to deal with special constraints
such as linear arithmetic constraints e�ciently�



� Bounds consistency on linear constraints

The 
rst part of this section introduces the specialization of n�ary CSPs to linear
arithmetic constraints and de
nes bounds�consistency on them� The second part
presents bounds�consistency algorithms and their associated complexity analysis�
We denote the set of integers by Z�

��� Linear constraint and bounds�consistency

De�nition �� A linear arithmetic constraint cfx������xng is of the form

a�x� � a�x� � � � �� anxn� b

ai� b � Z � � f���g�

where vars�c� and jcj is used to denote the set and the number of variables that
occur in c respectively� A linear constraint system representing a n�ary CSP is
one where all constraints are linear arithmetic constraint and all domains contain
only integers� Other linear arithmetic constraints with ������� can be rewritten
in the above form�

Essentially the problem of enforcing n�ary arc consistency is related to that
of 
nding all solutions satisfying the given linear constraint� This may be quite
expensive� One well known way to reduce this cost is to relax domains of the
variables so that they form a continuous real interval bounded by the maximum
and minimum values of the corresponding domains� Since variables can now
take real values and are no longer discrete it is easy to make the constraint arc
consistent� We now make this precise� First we introduce some basic interval
arithmetic operations ���� which will simplify our presentation�

Assume that each variable x is associated with an interval �l� u�� We use �x�
and hxi to denote two kinds di�erent kinds of operations� an interval operation�
and a literal operation on x respectively� Let l� u denote the interval associated
with x we use the following notation�

�x� � �l� u� hxi �

�
l

u

�

Given �x� � �l�� u�� and �y� � �l�� u�� the interval operations are de
ned in
the usual fashion�

�x� � �y� � �l� � l�� u� � u���

�x�� �y� � �l� � u�� u� � l���

�x�� a � �l� � a� u� � a��

a�x� �

�
�al�� au��� a � �
�au�� al��� a � ��

�x� � �y� �
�
max�l�� l���min�u�� u��

�
�



The literal operations unlike the interval operations are de
ned as a pairwise
tuple operation which di�ers in subtraction from the interval counterpart�

hxi 	 hyi �

�
l� 	 l�
u� 	 u�

�
�

We will for convenience also overload the � � and h i notation� We use h�x�i
to mean a substitution of the literal operation for the interval operation�

The following example is now used to motivate the use of interval reasoning
for consistency

�x� �y � �� �x� � �y� � ��� ����

Clearly y cannot take the value �� no matter what value x takes� More precisely
given any value of x in ����� y can only take a value in ���� ������ So the set of
valid values of y with respect to the above constraint is ���� ����� � ����������
������ The above process to remove invalid values can be formalized as follows�

De�nition �� The projection function �i of a constraint c on xi is

�i�c� �
��

ai
�a�x� � � � �� ai��xi�� � ai��xi�� � � � �� anxn � b��

Given intervals on all the variables� we can de�ne the interval version of the
projection of c on xi as�

�i�c� �
��

ai
�a��x�� � � � �� an�xn�� b��

We call �i�c� the natural interval extension of �i�c��

We now de
ne the function Proji�c� as follows�

Proji�c� �

��
�
�i�c� if �� is �
��
� Ub��i�c��� if �

� is �
�Lb��i�c����
� if �� is �

where

�
� �

�
� if ai is negative and � is �
� otherwise

and Ub��l� u�� � u� Lb��l� u�� � l�

As a consequence of the intermediate value theorem from calculus we have
the following property�

Property �� Given a constraint c with initial domains ��x��� � � � � �xn�� the con�
straint c is arc consistent with respect to the new domain ��x���Proj��c�� � � � � �xn��
Projn�c���



The relaxation of the domain of a variable from discrete to a continuous real
interval allows e�cient arc consistency enforcement for a single linear constraint
in the time needed for computing n operations of Proji�c�� However for a system
of constraints this process may not terminate �����

We now de
ne bounds�consistency� Instead of using the real interval re�
laxation we restrict the interval to the Z�interval whose upper bound and
lower bound are integers� The Z�interval representation of a set S � R is
�S � �due� bvc� where u and v is the minimum and maximum real values in
S respectively�

De�nition �� A constraint c is bounds�consistent with respect to ��Dx� � � � � ��Dxn�
i� �xi � vars�c� �Dx� � �Proji�ci�� A linear constraint system �N� D� C� is
bounds�consistent with respect to ��D�� � � � ��Dm� i� every ci � C is bounds�
consistent�

��� Bounds consistency algorithm and its complexity

Although the de
nition of bounds�consistency holds for n�ary linear constraints
it 
ts well in an AC�� style computation framework which is normally only used
for binary constraints� We now describe a AC�� like algorithm to achieve bounds�
consistency on a system of linear constraints� We chose this presentation for two
reasons� It is a simple and natural algorithm and for that reason would be similar
to general propagation and 
ltering based algorithms as well� Unlike AC�� the
basic unit of manipulation here is a single constraint� A queue is employed to
hold those constraints needing update when the domain of some of its variables
is changed� The algorithm BC is listed in 
gure �� The di�erence between BC
and AC�� is that the REVISE procedure is specialized for bounds�consistency
and linear constraints�

We point out that the operation in line � of BC is di�erent from the narrow�
ing operation ��� in that the Z�interval representation performs inward rounding
while for continuous intervals represented by �oating point numbers it an out�
ward rounding operation� Note that the narrowing operation on cj de
ned by
REVISE is no longer idempotent given inward rounding�

Lemma �� Given a linear constraint system �N�D�C�� the worst case time com�
plexity of algorithm BC is O�en�d�

Proof� The worst case complexity of BC depends on the number of constraints
ever entering the Queue Q� A constraint c enters Q i� some value in some
domain involved in c is deleted� For each variable xi � N  assume it appears
in ki constraints� In total we have md values in the system where m is the
number of variables in C� Thus the number of constraints ever entering Q is
at most

Pm

i�� d � ki� Let � be
Pm

i�� ki� A loose estimate of ki can be simply e

which means the variable can appear in any constraint in the system� However
a relatively tighter estimation for � is as follows� Consider the bipartite graph
Gm�e with vertices sets N and C� There is an edge between xi � N and cj � C



Algorithm BC
begin

Q� fcijci � Cg
while 
Q not empty�
begin

select and delete ci from Q
REVISE
ci� Q�

end

end

procedure REVISE
cj � Q�
begin

for each xi � vars 
cj�
begin

if �xi� �� �Proji
cj�
begin

�� �xi�� �xi� � �Proji
cj�
�� Q� fck � C j xi � vars 
ck�g

end

end

end

Fig� �� Algorithm BC

i� xi appears in cj � � is exactly the number of edges of Gm�e� Since the degree of
cj is not more than n we have that the number of edges in Gm�e is less than ne
that is � � ne� The complexity of procedure REVISE is at most n�� Therefore
the complexity of BC is O�en�d�� �

The naive algorithm can be improved by making REVISE more e�cient using
the following result�

Proposition �� Given an n�ary linear arithmetic constraint system �N�D�C��
bounds�consistency can be achieved in time O�en�d�

Proof� To improve the e�ciency of BC one way is to make REVISE faster� Let
constraint cj be

aj�x� � aj�x� � � � �� ajnxn � bj �

Let
fj � aj�x� � aj�x� � � � �� ajnxn � bj

Let Fj be the natural interval extension of fj � Now for any xi � cj

�i�cj� � �
�

aji
�hFji � haji �xi�i��

since we have that

hFji � haji �xi�i � h�aj� �x�� � � � � aji �xi� � � � � ajn �xn�� bji � haji �xi�i
� aj� �x�� � � � �� aji�� �xi��� � aji�� �xi��� � � � �� ajn �xn�� bj



Note the fj is not a projection function and the use of the literal hi operations in
�i�cj�� According to the de
nition of Proji�cj� REVISE can be implemented in
linear time of n� So the BC algorithm can be implemented in time of O�en�d��
�

� Linear inequalities and monotonic constraint

We will now consider a system of linear inequalities� For a system of linear
inequalities we have the following result without any relaxation of the Z domain
to Z�intervals�

Proposition �� Given an n�ary CSP �N�D�C� which consists only of linear
inequalities� it will be arc consistent after bounds�consistency is enforced on it�

Proof� Assume CSP �N�D�C� is bounds�consistent� Now we show that any
constraint cj is arc consistent with respect to D� Consider any variable xi xi �
vars�cj� and any value v v � Di� Let l and g be the least and greatest integers
in Di� Without loss of generality assume that ai � � we have xi � �i� Because
the system is bounds�consistent we have �l� g� � �Proji�cj� which means that
v � g � Ub�Proji�cj�� where Ub�Proji�cj�� is obtained by letting xk � vk� k �
� � � � n� k �� i where vk is either the lower bounds or the upper bounds of Dk

depending on the interval operation� So �v�� � � � � vi��� v� vi��� � � � � vn� satis
es
cj � Similarly when ai � � we can prove v is part of a solution of cj �

It follows immediately that a system of linear inequalities can be made arc
consistent in worst case time complexity of O�en�d��

This result can be generalized to a bigger class of n�ary constraints the n�ary
monotonic constraints� We begin by recalling the de
nition of binary monotonic
constraint in ����� From now on we assume that all the domains Di are 
nite
and have a total ordering�

De�nition 	� 	
�� Given a binary CSP �N�D�C�� a constraint c � C is mono�
tonic with respect to domain TD � mi��Di i� there exists a total ordering on
TD such that for all values v� w � TD and c�v� w� implies c�v�� w�� for all v� � v

and w� � w�

An example of an arithmetic constraint which is monotonic under this def�
inition is x � y� �x� � �y� � ��� ���� However with this de
nition the linear
inequality x�y � ��� �x� � �y� � ��� ��� is not a monotonic constraint� For exam�
ple consider x � �� y � � as an a valid pair then x� � �� y� � � is not consistent
using the natural ordering� There is no total ordering on TD which makes this
constraint monotonic�

However applying algorithm BC a binary system of both kinds of constraints
can be made arc consistent in time O�ed�� Thus we see that this de
nition of
monotonicity is stronger than necessary and does not fully exploit the special
properties of inequalities which give more e�cient arc consistency algorithms�
We now give the following generalization of binary monotonic constraint which
remedies this problem by relaxing the total ordering requirement on the union
of all the domains�



De�nition 
� Given a binary CSP �N�D�C�� a constraint cfi�jg � C is mono�
tonic i� there exists a total ordering on Di and Dj respectively such that �v �
Di� �w � Dj c�v� w� implies c�v�� w�� for all v� � v and w� � w�

Consider again the example x � y � ��� �x� � �y� � ��� ���� This is now
monotonic� A possible ordering is the natural one on x and on y we have the
reverse ordering� Now we have a natural extension of monotonicity to n�ary
general constraints�

De�nition �� Given an n�ary CSP �N�D�C�� a constraint cX � C is mono�
tonic with respect to variable i � X i� there exists a total ordering on D� to Dn

respectively such that �v � Di� �vj � Dj cX�v�� � � � � vi��� v� vi��� � � � � vn� implies
c�v��� � � � � v

�
i��� v

�� v�i��� � � � � v
�
n� for all v� � v and v�j � vj for j � X� j �� i� A

constraint cX � C is monotonic i� cX is monotonic with respect to all variables
of X�

It is easy to verify that any n�ary linear arithmetic inequality is monotonic�
Another example of a monotonic constraint is x � y � z�Dx � Dy � Dz �
f�� � � � � ���g� For 
nite domain constraints our de
nition of monotonic con�
straints is more general than the monotonic functions de
ned in �����

In order to achieve arc consistency on monotonic constraints the REVISE
in algorithm BC should be modi
ed as in Figure �� It is important to note that
in the new algorithm an explicit projection function is not required� At the
initialization phase of BC for any constraint c and i � vars�c� we explicitly
store the particular ordering of each domain involved which makes c monotonic
with respect to i�

Procedure REVISE
cj � Q�
begin

for each xi � vars 
cj�
begin

�j� vj � the greatest value in Dj wrt xi
DELETE � �

�� while 
not c
v�� � � � � vn��
begin

remove vi from Di
DELETE � �
vi � the greatest value in Di

end

if DELETE
Q� fck � C j xi � vars 
ck�g

end

end

Fig� �� REVISE for monotonic constraint



Proposition �� Given a CSP �N�D�C� which contains only monotonic con�
straints� it can be made arc consistent in time complexity of O�en�d� if the
complexity of evaluating c�v�� � � � � vn� is O�n��

The sketch of the proof is as follows� In a similar fashion to Proposition � we
can show that arc consistency can be achieved on monotonic constraints� The
complexity of the algorithm depends on the execution times of line � in the
REVISE of Figure �� If we expand one execution of the algorithm according to
line � executions of line � can be separated into two groups� One group contains
executions without any value removed and the other group contains executions
with at least one value removed� Because REVISE can be executed at most n�ed
times the complexity of executions of the 
rst group is n�ed according to the
linear time evaluation of c� As for the second group we cluster the computation
around variables� Now the total computation is

mX
i��

n � �di�� � � � �� di�k� �
mX
i��

n � d � mnd

where di�l�l � ���k� denotes the number of elements removed from Di in some
execution of the while loop in line � on i� Because m � ne the complexity of
the second group will be smaller than the 
rst group and thus the complexity of
the algorithm is O�en�d�� �

We remark that as in proposition � by using the special semantics of mono�
tonic constraint it may be possible to decrease the complexity of the arc con�
sistency algorithm by a factor n�

We now would like to brie�y discuss how to embed the monotonic arc con�
sistency algorithm into a general algorithm� AC�� ���� does not discuss how this
is to be done and leaves it as an implementation detail� The AC�� algorithm is a
suitable candidate for this� To simplify the discussion we will illustrate the idea
using a binary monotonic cfx�yg given in Figure ��

In the initialization phase of AC�� for cfx�yg we only need the least value in x
and greatest value in y� The ordering used here gives a as the least value in x and
g as the greatest value in y� In the implementation we can easily associate the
values a and g with the revision process for cfx�yg� Now any deletion of values of
b� c� e� or f by other constraints will not invoke the revision of constraint cfx�yg�
Only when a �or g� is removed will monotonic constraint revision be invoked�
After the monotonic revision process 
nishes it will associate the revision process
again to the new least �or greatest� values left� This approach conforms to the
lazy principle behind AC���

� Linear equations

We now consider n�ary CSPs where the constraints are linear equations� The
importance of this section is that the complexity results are very di�erent from
the � case� In the equation case when the domains are considered to be discrete
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Fig� �� A monotonic constraints embedded in AC��

bounds�consistency does not imply arc consistency� It is only if we relax the
domains to be Z�intervals that bounds�consistency implies arc consistency�

Unfortunately the problem of enforcing arc consistency on a single linear
equation is a very hard problem� Recall that arc consistency in the n�ary case
means that we need to show that single constraints are satis
able by themselves�
Consider the one�line integer programming problem� Is there a ��� n�vector x
such that

a�x� � a�x� � � � �� anxn � b

where b� a�� � � � � an are given positive integers� The above problem is NP�complete
����� Obviously enforcing arc consistency on a system of linear equations is also
NP�complete� It is also immediate that enforcing arc consistency on any single
arbitrary n�ary constraint is NP�complete in the worst case�

This observation highlights the computational di�culty with n�ary constraints
and arc consistency� Arc consistency on linear inequalities �also monotonic con�
straints� is tractable however generalizing to arbitrary linear constraints such
as linear equations makes arc consistency intractable� This distinction can also
be viewed as the di�erence in arc consistency between di�erent representations�
One can choose to represent linear equations as two inequalities per equation
eg� exp � b as exp � b� exp � b� In the continuous case arc consistency on the
original and double inequality representation gives the same resulting domains
in the same time complexity� In the discrete case the two inequality represen�
tation can be made arc consistent as in Section �� It does not however make
the original equations arc consistent since arc consistency treats each inequality
separately�

Now consider relational consistency as de
ned in ����� On a system of lin�
ear inequalities relational arc consistency can be achieved in polynomial time
however enforcing relational path consistency is NP�complete�

� Discussion and Conclusion

We now discuss the relationship of our work with that in the continuous domain�
A substantial body of work in n�ary constraints comes from the continuous do�



main rather than the discrete domain� The early work ��� ��� focused mainly
on issues of correctness convergence searching strategy etc� In more recent
work the emphasis is on using numerical methods such as Newton methods ���
and Aitken acceleration ���� to speedup convergence� Our de
nition of bounds�
consistency is similar to arc B consistency ���� and interval consistency �� ��
but di�ers in that bound�consistency uses an inward rounding operation� The
time complexity of 
ltering algorithms in the continuous domain on the other
hand is usually not treated for the following reasons� Firstly for real�rational
intervals the interval Waltz �ltering algorithm may not terminate given arbi�
trary linear constraints ���� Secondly for �oating point intervals the domain is
huge and thus the worst case time complexity may not be of practical relevance
and e�ciency is gained not so much by reducing the time complexity but by
faster convergence using numerical methods� In ���� existing complexity results
from general discrete arc consistency algorithm are used to bound their 
lter�
ing algorithms� Thus the work in the continuous case does not directly help in
getting more e�cient algorithms and their resulting time complexity analysis in
the discrete case�

n�ary discrete constraints including integer linear constraints ���� are widely
used for modelling and solving many problems in systems for constraint program�
ming using 
nite domain solvers �� �� ���� Such solvers use various techniques
based on the propagation of bounds for arithmetic constraints ����� The use of
bounds based propagation techniques is not new and originates as early as in
���� ����� However the e�ciency and level of consistency of such techniques is
not studied and described in detail� In this paper we address the question of what
level of consistency can be achieved e�ciently on n�ary linear constraints� The
observation from Section � shows that arc consistency on n�ary linear equations
is not tractable� We carefully introduce and formalize the notions of bounds�
consistency in the context of discrete CSP� It is shown that arc consistency for
linear inequalities system can be achieved with a simple AC�like algorithm in
time complexity O�en�d�� Where an e�cient implementation of REVISE is pos�
sible as is the case with the projection of linear inequalities the time complexity
is improved to O�en�d��

Given that arc consistency on a single n�ary constraint can be NP�complete
we identify a general class of monotonic constraints �which need not be linear�
for which arc consistency can be e�ciently enforced� Monotonic constraints are
actually a special case of row convex constraints ����� ���� presents an algorithm
achieving relational path consistency for row convex constraints but it behaves
exponentially even for a system of two n�ary monotonic constraints �since it is
an NP�complete problem��

The work in this paper also extends the results in ���� and complements the
GAC�schema ����

Some open questions suggested by the results here are the following� What
are other general classes of n�ary constraints for which enforcing arc consistency
is e�cient� What is the optimal time complexity for arc consistency on linear
inequalities and monotonic constraints�
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